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Frazzled by fractions? Tortured by times tables? Let The Math Guru guide you! Anyone
can be a math person -- and this book will help! It's designed for kids (and their parents)
struggling with math anxiety and looking for a new approach to homework, sudying,
tests and marks. The most common problem areas in the curriculum are broken down
and explained in an affirming and upbeat tone. Author and Math Guru Vanessa
Vakharia is passionate about doing away with negative stereotypes, reducing math
anxiety, and creating a positive math experience for every student and she wants to be
your new math BFF! Kids will encouraged to explore online resources, including
inspirational videos, worksheets and additional activities.
"A complete research-based, K-5 mathematics program integrating math, science and
language arts. [The program] embodies the NCTM Principles and standards for school
mathematics and is based on the ideas that mathematics is best learned by solving
problems in real-world contexts and that a curriculum should balance conceptual
understanding and procedural skill"--P. 4 of cover.
Make math matter to students in grades 5–6 using Math Games! In this 128-page book,
students apply various math skills and strategies to correctly solve three problems in a
row to win each game. The book covers concepts such as place value, math
operations, estimation, fractions, decimals, percents, proportions, properties, patterns,
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algebra, measurement, geometry, scale, data analysis, and problem solving. It supports
NCTM standards and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
Math, Grade 5Teacher Created ResourcesEssential Skills Math Grade 1Teacher Created
Resources
Making Math Accessible for English Language Learners provides practical classroom tips and
suggestions to strengthen the quality of classroom instruction for teachers of mathematics. The
tips and suggestions are based on research in practices and strategies that address the
affective, linguistic, and cognitive needs of English language learners.
Contains easy-to-follow three-part daily lesson plans. This assists teachers in focusing on
lesson objectives, providing ongoing practice for all students and addressing individual student
needs for a variety of populations. A unit organizer provides learning goals, planning and
assessment support, content highlights, a materials chart, suggestions for problem-solving,
cross-curricular links, and options for individualizing. Each guide is grade level-specific.
Mathematics program integrating math, science, and language arts.
"Includes standards & benchmarks"--Cover.
MULTIPLICANDO POR 5 - This 26 page game package focuses on MULTIPLICATION, one
factor at a time. Teaching students to multiply is quick and effective when students practice
their multiplication facts with these fun and engaging reproducible multiplication games and
activities.Each multiplication game includes game boards, cards, practice sheets, a 5 minute-
timed test and graph for efficient assessment. Each game package has 5 different activities
that students can play to practice and reinforce multiplication. Also included are 5 black lines
which can be used as seat work or sent home as homework. Flash cards also come in this
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packet. All the above mentioned are reproducible and are available in Spanish and
English.Math Games offer this practice through play!Reproducible backlines included in this
package:- A variety of games- Complete game boards and game cards- Activity backline
masters- Assessment- Activities to send home- Easy to use teacher's guides- Easy game
assembly
This colorful math book introduces a novel visual method for students to master their long
division skills. The creative design helps to engage student interest, while the visual layout ties
into one of the current pedagogical drives in education â€œ namely, to use visual strategies
since research has shown them to be effective learning tools. These visual problems also help
to develop visual skills. This volume focuses on long division with remainders -- with divisors
ranging from 1 to 3 digits (mostly 2 digit divisors) and dividends ranging from 3 to 5 digits
(mostly 4 digit dividends). This workbook does not teach students how to divide with multi-digit
divisors, but instead provides ample practice for students to work on their long division skills.
The back of the book features a table of answers to help students check that they are
practicing correct techniques (or it may serve as a grading key for teachers or parents). A
concise description of radial math â€œ including how to do radial math â€œ is given in the
introduction. The first page is partially completed and includes annotated instructions to help
students get started. There are also two completely answered, full-size examples on the front
and back cover. Studying these examples and checking the answers to the first page of each
part will help students become confident that they understand what to do. The interior is printed
in full color with aesthetic visual patterns. The 8 x 10 pages are nearly the same size as
standard school papers that students are used to working with. Each problem includes its own
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dedicated workspace. Both the answers and workspaces are numbered for easy
correspondence. The workspaces encourage students to show their work, and the symmetrical
structure of the workspaces shows students how to organize their work in neat columns. The
copyright notice permits parents/teachers who purchase one copy to make photocopies for
their own children/students only. This is very convenient if you have multiple children/students
or if a child/student needs additional practice. Teachers may also wish to display these colorful
problems using a projective overhead or transparency overhead projector.
The core of the Everyday Mathematics program, for Grades 1-6, the Teacher's Lesson Guide
provides teachers with easy-to-follow lessons organized by instructional unit, as well as built-in
mathematical content support. Lessons include planning and assessment tips as well as
multilevel differentiation strategies to support all learners.
Written expressly for teachers, this book is jam-packed with tools and strategies for integrating
response to intervention (RTI) into everyday instruction in grades K-5. Numerous real-world
examples connect RTI concepts to what teachers already know to help them provide effective
instruction for all students, including struggling learners. Drawing on extensive classroom
experience, the authors: *Present color-coded intervention recipes for all three tiers of RTI
implementation. *Provide hands-on tools and 50 reproducibles, with a large format and sturdy
spiral binding for ease of use. *Explain the core features of RTI and what they look like in
action. *Describe evidence-based instructional methods for reading, writing, math, and
behavior. *Show how to fit assessment and progress monitoring into the busy school day.
Every minute counts when the classroom clock is ticking! Fresh Starts and Fast
Finishes offers math and language arts activities for teachers of grades 3–5 to use at
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the beginning or end of the day or during those few minutes before lunch or recess. The
book includes more than 50 quick-and-easy games and activities that teach vocabulary
development, dictionary skills, word building, calendar skills, numeration, and
computation skills. This 48-page book includes reproducibles and supports NCTM
Standards.
36 lessons and answer key to practice mental math.
Copyright: a11dc3e152318b14e41ed26ceda41c72
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